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• UV100 The UV100 single lamp emits light at the
optimum light frequency to combat the bacteria that
commonly infest heating and cooling systems. Placed
directly above the unit’s coils, the UV100 halts existing
growth and prevents recurrence.

• UV200 In homes that place higher demands on air
conditioning units, the UV200 dual lamp offers double
the intensity – and twice the power to neutralize small
disease-causing microorganisms. And because this unit
features increased area coverage, it’s a smart choice for
homes and businesses that employ larger heating and
cooling systems.

UV Light
In some homes, comfort comes with side effects, especially
during warmer times of the year. Many people find that when
they use their air conditioning systems, allergies, headaches
and cold symptoms seem to worsen. Unfortunately, air
conditioning coils are dark and damp, offering the perfect
environment for the growth of harmful bacteria, fungi and
molds. So in establishing a comfortable temperature,
homeowners can unwittingly create unhealthy air. The
White-Rodgers UV Light is a remarkably effective means of
arresting the growth of bacteria, fungi and molds. The unit
emits a germicidal ultraviolet frequency that penetrates the
cell walls of detrimental microbes, permanently neutralizing
any ill effects. And better health isn’t the sole benefit. When
mold or similar microbes have been
reduced, air conditioner efficiency often
improves, saving you money.
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Comfort Complete.
White-Rodgers premium home comfort components all have their individual merits,
but it’s the system as a whole that creates environmental perfection.
Temperature and humidity, of course, are easy to appreciate because our bodies are
very much attuned to these environmental conditions. Judging the quality of the air
we breathe, however, requires substantially more sensitive equipment, and in most
cases, people simply aren’t aware that the air in their homes is unhealthy. With that in
™

mind, White-Rodgers has designed the comprehensive ComfortPlus

system,

in which different technologies combine to create ideal climatic conditions.
After all, comfort is really just part of being healthy.

Typical Forced-Air System

Air Input
Air from throughout
the house

Air Output
Air that is perfectly
conditioned,humidified
and cleansed for a
more comfortable
and healthy home

UV Lights

Humidifier

Effective at reducing
the growth of bacteria,
fungi and molds in your
heating and cooling system

Maintains optimum
humidity in your
home during dry
winter months
Air
Conditioning
Coils
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Heating Burners

So our primary
concern is

Programmable
Thermostat

your health.

Offers comfort and precise
temperature all year long,
while saving on your energy
bills, all automatically

Electronic Air Cleaner
The most effective means to remove
particles from the air in your home
For more information about ComfortPlus products from White-Rodgers,
ask your HVAC dealer or visit our website.
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